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Fast Facts

● The Business & Innovation Symposium program aims to help our community members
from companies big or small, on catching business trends, finding the right partners,
joining or growing the co-systems, monetizing talent or product, as well as funding.

● The Business & Innovation Symposium program is a one-day event that explores the
intersection of emerging technology, brilliant creativity, and potential business. It has
support from the conference committee, business sponsors and the local government. It
features speakers from multiple industries and backgrounds, allowing you to explore the
future of innovation, design, and technology

Quote from Jin Wook Lee, SIGGRAPH Asia 2022 Business & Innovation Symposium
Chair:

"The SIGGRAPH Asia 2022 community has created a deeper and broader forum for business
innovation at a time when disruptive innovation is desperately needed more and more than ever
like these days.

BIS will connect people in academia, technology, and art with business communities in
emerging fields by introducing insights into innovative business models.

This will be done through sharing market trends, business mindsets, business models, and
investment situation. I hope that this will contribute to technological, industrial, and capital
advancement for next generation."

SIGGRAPH Asia 2022 Business & Innovation Symposium Program Highlights

● The Way to WYSIWYG STUDIOS: Birth, Present, and Future
Kwan Woo Park, CEO, WYSIWYG Studios, KOR

We'd like to talk about the beginning and the present of the VFX industry in Korea, the
story of growth beyond VFX to a comprehensive content company, and the future that
WYSIWYG STUDIOS is drawing.

● User-Centric AI Sharing Business Model
Kyoung Jun Lee, Professor, Kyung Hee University, KOR

This talk starts with some business algorithms which are not user-centric, and proposes
UCAI (User-Centric AI) as a new direction of Artificial Intelligence, which can be a more
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proactive concept than that of responsible AI. As a technical architecture and business
model for implementing UCAI, AI sharing is proposed using federated learning as its core
enabling technology. This talk explains the motivation, the research, business cases, and
prospects of AI sharing. Dr. Lee will also introduce the AI Sharing Platform business model
of HarexInfotech, UB Platform, inspired by UCAI.

● The Next Level of Digital Content
Iron Lee, CEO/Co-Founder, Momenti Inc., USA

Our world is immersive and visceral.
Content today is static and boring.
Momenti is a content platform that enables interactive content that you can touch and
engage. By breaking the 4th wall for any online content, it creates visceral and deeper
emotional engagements. Our media isn't bound by linear time or single outcome, as it is
truly 5 dimensions.

● User-oriented Product Development method in CLO Virtual Fashion
Jaden Oh, Co-Founder, CLO Virtual Fashion Inc., KOR

This talk tells how CLO Virtual Fashion has innovated the fashion design process in the
fashion and computer graphics industries. It talks about an efficient way to develop a
product rather than the technology development itself. The main goal of the company is to
grow with users. The company has tried a variety of ways to achieve the goal and found
the most efficient approach. Interestingly, it is Newton's method, which is a well-known
non-linear problem solver. It is similar to "Agile Approach" and "Lean Start-up" which are
often used for business or service development. However, based on Newton's method, it is
possible to derive much more theoretically proven practices than these methods. This talk
introduces the key foundations derived from the solid principles of Newton's method and
the best practices for applying them to product development. 

● Login with a new face : An era where anyone can choose the face they want
Joshua Oh, CEO/Founder, DoB Studio Inc., KOR

Along with the Metaverse, a being called a virtual human has become a hot topic. What is
the reason for creating and using a virtual human? From the intrinsic longing for beauty
and the stability of anonymity, to the transhumanist point of view that supplements the
shortcomings of human beings, and to Homo Deus’ uncomfortable desire to become a
god. Let’s talk about the current status and prospects of virtual face content brought about
by the development of deep learning technology, the various desires and potentials
contained in it, and the future that will unfold soon.

● Motion Capture and Virtual Production
David ‘Ed’ Edwards, VFX Product Manager, Vicon Industries Inc., UK
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Virtual Production and ICVFX specifically have had a considerable impact on modern film
making technologies and pipelines. In this talk, industry veterans Vicon explain some of
the unique challenges Virtual Production has posed to motion capture and how they have
responded.

Full information about this year’s Business & Innovation Symposium program can be found on
https://sa2022.siggraph.org/attend/business-innovation-symposium/

For the overall SIGGRAPH Asia 2022 program schedule, please visit
https://sa2022.siggraph.org/full-program/
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